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ABSTRACT

In this research while presenting Imam-e-Bukhari's jurisprudential verdicts, the
jurisprudential opinion of other scholars (leaders) of Hadith and Jurisprudence (Fiqh)
have been discussed comparatively. For example, He (Imam-e-Bukhari) presents his
jurisprudential verdict about Islamic economic system. Imam-e-Bukhari has narrated
sayings of Prophet (PBUH) in prohibition of selling goods before occupying them. He
has presented as a principal that it is prohibited in islam to sell any good before
getting its control. All the modern economic problems coming under this principle
may be settled with this principal in the light of Islamic law/equity. Let us have an
example of stock market, where a person sells the shares which he owns/occupies not.
But the seller is always hopeful to buy the agreed upon/ demanded/sold product/good
on cheap rates by market to handover it to the buyer/customer.
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